Solution brief

What’s New in Planview
Projectplace
Q2 – 2018

2018 is flying by and Planview Projectplace® is continuing
to deliver new and valuable functionality to features
you know and love. Throughout this release cycle, we
will be focusing on improving through customer driven
enhancements and strategically designed innovations to
help make our user’s jobs more efficient and seamless
than ever.

Undo in Plan
We are excited to include this long-awaited feature in
our April release of Projectplace. With the new undo
capability in the plan, a slip of the mouse will not result
in a disaster. As the quarter goes on, this feature will be
improved upon and enhanced to allow our users to undo
any mistakes in their plan – making editing and updating
a breeze.

Projectplace Assistant
Everyone needs a personal assistant, one that keeps track
of your time and organizes your work life. We wanted to
bake that luxury into your Projectplace experience. With
the new assistant feature, you will be able to quickly and
easily report time based on your most recent actions
in the tool, saving loads of time when filling out your
dreaded timesheet. The assistant will also offer the ability
to navigate to your most frequented parts of the tool with
a single click, no matter where you are. Life is easier with
some help, let Projectplace help organize your life. Check
out this feature when it is delivered in June.

Team Assignment Requests
Ever need some help on a task but don’t know who can
help or even has the capacity? In our Q2 release, team
assignment requests allow users to request cards to be
completed by an entire team. Once the request has
been made, the team can work together and delegate
the work out or reject the request all together. This
feature will allow organizations to run more efficiently
with projects that include multiple teams or departments.
With the increased complexity of large projects,
crossfunctional product teams become a necessity. Make
sure the right work is in the right hands with this new
feature. Scheduled for release this May.

Direct Messaging
Need to have a live conversation in the context of your
work? Instant messaging apps just adding one more
thing to your team’s plate? We are excited to introduce
the ability for individual and group messaging within
Projectplace. Projectplace messenger gives users the
power to have live conversations, create cards and other
work items with single coworkers or their team. Be up
to date and on the same page with your team at any
moment. Be on the lookout for this in June.

Direct messaging with Projectplace Messenger

Workspace Connection to
Roadmaps
When creating your long-term roadmap, planning
initiatives for the long term can be tricky, especially when
you start executing against those projects. With the
ability to connect roadmap phases to project workspaces,
we’ve enabled users to keep track of projects at a high
level while they are being executed on in a purpose-built
workspace. No more searching for projects and data, all
relevant information will bubble up to your roadmap for a
clear and concise view of progress. Be on the lookout for
this game changing feature at the beginning of May.

Mobile Apps
We have an exciting release for our mobile applications
coming throughout the second quarter. We are happy
to bring the ability to attach documents from your
Projectplace repository to cards and conversation
posts from your iOS and Android apps. Security is also
key. With our mobile apps you can add an extra layer
of privacy with our pin-code safe guard at login. Stay
connected and mobile with these new features being
released throughout the quarter.
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Other enhancements
Throughout the quarter, we will also be releasing
several minor enhancements and bug fixes. We will be
enhancing popular features like ‘follow’ and adding
new ones like moving cards from one workspace to
another. Be sure to keep up with our monthly release
notes for updates on these features and many more. As
always, our main goal is to provide an efficient, effective,
performant space to collaborate and execute on work.

Q1 Release Notes
Release notes for Q1 can be found in our Customer
Success Center.
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